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The HTC Sensation XE is a powerful mobile phone which has given tough competition to
Smartphones from various brands. The handset is a perfect blend of modern technology and superb
casing. The beautifully designed casing is covered with wide 4.3 inches Touchscreen which can
display up to 16 million colors on high resolution S LCD.  The Sensation XE is backed with high-
speed processor, fast browsing capabilities, multi-web browsing, multitasking, advanced camera
features, messaging options and high quality beat audio music features which adds entertainment to
this Android based Smartphone. The solid and slim casing of handset comes in a dimension
measuring 126.1 x 65.4 x 11.3 mm and weighs 151 grams with fitted battery.

The 3G capable Smartphone works over 3G and GSM network which seamless connectivity while
communicating over varied network bands. The handset can store data up to 4GB memory, 768 MB
RAM which can be extended up to 32 GB memory card. The users need not be worried about
battery stand by as it offers 9.1 hours on GSM and 7.4 hours on 3G network.

While meeting varied high-tech features, entertainment is not left behind as the user can enjoy
varied multimedia features on this handset. He or she can enjoy playing music in varied music
formats like MP3, WAV, WMA, and AAC+, listen to the FM radio with RDS, and feel pleasure with
Beats audio feature which comes complete with Beats headphone which turns headphone into
portable music player.

The integrated 8 megapixel camera allows the users to capture photos. The camera provides
instant image without waiting for 3 seconds. The front facing VGA lens is perfectly positioned for
capturing self portraits and two way video calling. The camera comes complete with assortment of
imaging setting features like auto focus, touch focus, dual LED flash, face detection, geo tagging,
video recording, and video player.

The A-GPS feature built-in navigation feature with Google map support which guides you in new
destination. With the social network integration, users can operate sites like Facebook and Twitter.
The Smartphone Sensation XE comes packed with advanced connectivity features like 3G HSDPA,
HSUPA, Wi-FI, Bluetooth A2DP, Micro USB, GPRS and EDGE. These features make users to
transfer files at faster speed and share the file with compatible devices.
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